Stability w ith respect to ballooning m odes in arbitrary, three-dim ensional, ideal M H D equi libria w ith shear is studied. The destabilizing perturbations considered here have finite gradients along the field and are localized around a closed m agnetic field line, the localization being weaker on the surface than transversally to it. This kind o f localization allows the problem o f stab ility to be reduced to the solution o f a one-dimensional eigenvalue problem.
equilibria, is equivalent in the case of axial sym m etry to the results obtained by Connor et al. [3] for ballooning instabilities with high toroidal mode number, which have also been investigated recently by Dobrott et al. [4] and, in the case of a largeaspect-ratio axisymmetric toroidal configuration by Coppi [5] . According to the energy principle, we can express the change 6 W in potential energy due to a displacement which vanishes at the plasma surface as
ÖW = -j dr B -2\Q xB\2 + B -z\Q -B -% -V p \z + yp\V-%\2
all the symbols having their usual meaning. To describe our system, we employ coordinates v, 0, < p = C -qo6, wrhere v, 0, £ are Hamada coordi nates [7] and qo -M/N (M,N integers) is the safety factor of the rational surface on which the localization line lies. In this coordinate system, the physical quantities are periodic in 0 , with period N, and in cp, with period 1 :
The magnetic field B and the gradient along a field line can be expressed as 
we obtain
{B-*(UBv+ T B 9)}], \-Z ) = dvU + d v T + B -V S , B x Z * -Q = %[T*(B-VU) -U*(B-VT) + qx\U\*],
where Bv, Bq,, xv and are covariant components of B and x respectively. We now specify the type of test functions we consider here: The perturba tions are localized around a closed field line, defined by v -Vq, y = cpo, and have B • V/% ~ 0(1), i.e. finite derivatives along the field. Setting
with e<^l, we require th a t dt~dx~0{l), when applied to perturbations. Thus, derivatives trans versal to the field are large, of order e-3. F urther more the perturbations are required to vanish for \v-(i.e. \t\^£ _1), \(p -(po\^£ (i-e. |^| = E~2) and are therefore more strongly localized across the surfaces than on them. (It will be seen th at the test functions we give later are consistent with these assumptions.)
We now expand the equilibrium quantities
and the test functions U, T, S in a series of the form
where the order of magnitude of the different terms is given by the powers of e and the functions U% may depend implicitly on s (similarly for T and S) and obtain from the lowest order < 3 W the following conditions: U\ = U2 = T\ = = 0. (We could set dt Ui-\-VodxTi = dtU2 JrVodxTz = 0 but this has no effect on the lowest order dW.) dtUo~\-vodxTo = 0, i.e. Uo = i'o&x, Tq = -&t (otherwise, 6W will be positive).
Then, in this approximation, the term in the potential energy due to the interaction of the magnetic field with the current is an exact differ ential which vanishes after integration.
For quilibria with shear, the fluid compression term y V • \ can be made to vanish by exploiting the freedom in So if we require th a t [J dxdö U3 = 0 [8] . where the equilibrium quantities depend only on 6, the variable along the localization line (vo and cpo enter the calculations only as parameters).
The stabilizing term in dWo represents the work done against the tension of the magnetic field lines. The non-positive-definite term arises from the interaction of the perturbation with the magnetic line curvature. We now consider a particular class of localized test functions:
where /, fx , ft vary slowly with both t and x and are localized, i.e. vanish for | i |^£ _1, |z | ^ £~2-a ~ 0 (1) is an arbitrary constant and F e L2 in -00 < 6 < 00 (we may consider functions F{0 )eL2 , since these can always be approximated by a sequence of functions Fn(0), each of which is continuous and of bounded variation over a finite interval). Then, 0 e L2 in 0 ^ 6 ^ N. 0 is obviously periodic in 0, with period N. Furthermore, to lowest order
n Thus, the test functions satisfy the conditions previously imposed.
We can write 0 in a different form
can be eliminated with the help of the functions U3 Then, if A (6) is a periodic function of 6 (period N), and T3, provided th a t 0 X and 0 t have a vanishing we can easily derive 
where
-£-1 -£-2
Since F is arbitrary in L<i(-oo, oo) , we can now minimize dWo with respect to F and obtain (with a Lagrange m ultiplier A) the Euler equation -O O
